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Abstract

We compute the thermal conductivity of the most common polymorphs of titanium

dioxide (TiO2), rutile and anatase, within a first-principles approach and solving the

phonon Boltzmann Transport Equation beyond the Relaxation Time Approximation.

We find that both polytypes are anisotropic, as expected from their crystal structure,

but while κxx = κyy < κzz for rutile, the opposite holds for anatase. The modal

decomposition of the thermal conductivity provides insight in this inversion in the

anisotropy of the two polytypes.

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is a wide bandgap semiconductor that has applications in sev-

eral fields. It is used as a white pigment in paints, where it is also known as perfect white,

as a sunscreen, because of its high absorption of UV radiation, and in food industry (it is

the common food colourant E171).1 The interest towards TiO2 has been further boosted

by the rationalization of its photocatalytic properties, i.e. its ability of splitting water into

hydrogen and oxygen upon irradiation, the so-called Honda-Fujishima effect;2 the photocat-

alytic water splitting can be exploited for environmental purification3 and for the production

of H2, a clean fuel for energy production.4,5 The two photocatalytic processes are anyway

intrinsically different with the former only depending by the valence band maximum (VBM)

position relative to the standard hydrogen electrode (photoexcited holes oxidize the organic

pollutants towards harmless products). On the other hand, the latter process is much more

complex, being the interplay of strict requirements that involve the gap of the photocata-

lyst and bandedges that straddle the water redox potential:6 not only VBM but also the

proper conduction band minimum positioning is fundamental in such process. The surface

of TiO2 was also found to exhibit photoinduced superhydrophilicity,7,8 a property that con-

fers the material with a self-cleaning function and that makes it a common choice for side

view mirrors.9 Additionally, TiO2 is also used as a substrate/electrode in dye-sensitized solar

cells,10–12 where it collects electrons injected from the excited state of adsorbed photosensi-

tizers.
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TiO2 occurs naturally in three polymorphs, anatase, rutile and (the less common) brookite,13

which are characterized minerals. Other phases, such as columbite (α-PbO2), baddeleyite,

and cotunnite have been observed at increasingly high pressures and hints of a cubic structure

above 60 GPa have been reported.14 It is worth stressing that among the three mentioned

most common polymorphs rutile is the most stable, followed by anatase and brookite. Im-

portantly, anyway, at the nanoscale the order is inverted with anatase that becomes the most

thermodynamically stable.15 This relevant result supports the fact that the vast majority of

experimental16–18 and theoretical19–24 studies concern the mineral phases and predominantly,

anatase and rutile, the most stable polymorphs.

The thermal properties of TiO2 have received comparatively less attention, but they are

important both from a fundamental standpoint and for applications related to thermal man-

agement and thermoelectricity.25–31 Experimentally, the thermal conductivity of rutile was

first measured by McCarthy and Ballad32 in 1951, providing values of its anisotropy close

to room temperature. Afterwards, Berman and Ziman33 restricted their works to a rather

low temperature range (2–90 K), while Charvat and Kingery studied the range from 350–

1000 K.34 A few years later Thurber and Mante25 measured single-crystal TiO2 samples cut

from a boule grown by the Verneuil process from 2 K up to 1000 K. More recently, Harada et

al.27 studied its room-temperature thermoelectric properties, including lattice thermal con-

ductivity, and several TinO2n−1 stoichiometries. In the case of anatase only measurements of

nanostructured samples are available and the thermal conductivity of nanotubes synthesized

by electrochemical anodization35 and nanowires synthesized electrospinning technique36 have

been reported. For bulk, only the room temperature thermal conductivity was reported by

Touloukian et al.37 A few theoretical works have studied the elastic and thermal properties

of anatase and rutile from first principles,38–40 computing the phonon dispersions, the heat

capacity, and the Grüneisen parameter. Regarding the thermal conductivity, however, the

only available first principles results are based on the Cahill–Pohl model,41,42 which allows

obtaining the so-called minimum thermal conductivity from harmonic properties, while a
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full solution of the phonon Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE) that includes anharmonic

effects is still missing.

Figure 1: Sketch of the conventional cells of (a) rutile and (b) anatase. Our optimized
structures have lattice parameters a = b = 4.611 Å and c = 2.957 Å for rutile and a =
b = 3.807 Å and c = 9.464 Å for anatase, which agree well with the reported experimental
values.43–46

In this paper we study the thermal conductivity of the most common polymorphs of

TiO2, anatase and rutile, within a first-principles approach (see the Supporting Information

for the specific heat, entropy, internal energy and Helmholtz free energy). To this end we

calculate the harmonic and third-order anharmonic interatomic force constants (IFCs) from

density-functional theory (DFT) and then solve the phonon Boltzmann Transport Equation

(BTE) (
∂nq

∂t

)
drift

≡ ∂nq

∂t
+ vq ·

∂nq

∂r
=

(
∂nq

∂t

)
scattering

, (1)

which states that a perturbed distribution of phonons nq restores its equilibrium state n0
q, ex-

pressed by the Bose-Einstein distribution function, through scattering (collision) processes.47

To compute the IFCs we use the finite displacement method and the VASP code48 under

the Local Density Approximation (LDA)49 by using projector augmented waves50,51 with an

energy cutoff of 400 eV. For the effect of the functional on the computed thermal conduc-

tivity see e.g. Ref. 52. Born effective charges and the dielectric tensor are also computed in
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order to account for non-analytical corrections. Both rutile and anatase have a tetragonal

structure, belonging to the P42/mnm (136) and I41/amd (141) space groups, respectively

(see the sketch in Fig. 1). For both the harmonic and anharmonic IFCs we used a 3× 3× 3

supercell of the 6-atom (12-atom) cell of rutile (anatase), sampling the Brillouin zone with

a 4 × 4 × 4 (4 × 4 × 2) grid of k-points. This supercell sizes yield dispersion relations in

good agreement with previously published results.39,40 We use the Phono3py code53 to

generate the inequivalent atomic displacements required to compute the IFCs and to calcu-

late the thermal conductivity beyond the standard Relaxation Time Approximation (RTA),

obtaining the direct solution of the BTE due to Chaput:54,55

καβ(ω) =

∫
ραβ(ω′)

ω′ − iω
dω′ , (2)

where ραβ(ω′) is a spectral density. Although the RTA solution with TiO2 works well at room

temperature, we found that at 100 K the differences are larger than 30 %, as momentum con-

serving phonon scattering processes (Normal processes) become more relevant.56 In addition

to the intrinsic scattering events (Normal and Umklapp), isotope and boundary scattering

have been also considered. For isotope disorder we consider the natural abundance of Ti and

O isotopes and use the model due to Tamura.57 The corresponding scattering term is

Γ I
q =

π

4Nq

ω2
q

∑
q′

δ(ωq − ωq′)
∑
s

γ(s)|e∗(s,q′)e(s,q)|2 , (3)

where Nq is the mesh sampling, eq the phonon eigenvector and γ(s) is the mass fluctuation

factor:

γ(s) =
∑
i

fi(s)

(
1− mi(s)

Ms

)2

, (4)

being fi the fraction of the ith isotope with mass mi and Ms =
∑

i fimi(s) the averaged

mass. The boundary scattering, which accounts for the sample grain sizes, simply depends
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on an effective size scale L and the phonon mode velocity (vq) as

ΓB
q =

1

2π

vq
L
. (5)

Converged values of the thermal conductivity at room temperature required to consider

interactions up to eighth neighbors in three-phonon scattering processes and solving the

phonon BTE on a 36×36×36 and a 25×25×25 q-point grid for rutile and anatase, respec-

tively. At temperatures as low as 100 K we achieved convergence of the thermal conductivity

by considering a sample grain size of 0.1 mm. Without including this boundary scattering

term, much thicker q-point sampling, beyond our current computational capabilities, would

be required.
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Figure 2: Thermal conductivity of rutile and anatase as a function of temperature. Solid
lines show the response in κxx = κyy and dotted lines in κzz. The average value is represented
with dotted dashed lines. The experimental points are taken from Ref. 27, 32, 34, and 37.

Fig. 2 shows the thermal conductivity of rutile and anatase, as computed from Eq. 2. For

both polymorphs Umklapp is the dominant resistive scattering mechanism, in the temper-

ature range investigated, and κ decreases with T . In the case of rutile the computed value
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agree well with the experimental values, perhaps with the exception of the data of McCarthy

et al.32 who reported somewhat larger values. We observe, nonetheless, that we obtain val-

ues within the dispersion of the experimentally reported magnitudes (see for instance the

difference between the room temperature values measured of Refs. 27 and 32). For anatase,

the average calculated room temperature thermal conductivity is also in good agreement

with the value of 8.5 Wm−1K−1 reported by Touloukian et al.37 Comparing both figures we

observe that the two polytypes have an inverse anisotropy: while in anatase κxx = κyy is

higher than κzz, in rutile is the other way around. This result agrees with the report of

Momenzadeh and coworkers58 based on equilibrium molecular dynamics and with the exper-

imental results from McCarthy and Charvat.32 In addition we observe some differences in

the trend in temperature: in rutile as the temperature decreases all the components of the

thermal conductivity tensor follow the same trend, while in anatase the variation in κzz is

less pronounced and differs from the evolution of κxx = κyy. Notice that reducible TiO2 may

contain a large amount of oxygen vacancies in experimental samples and their presence, not

accounted in our calculations, is expected to have an effect of the thermal conductivity.

To analyze in more detail the behavior of these two polytypes and see how the group

velocities of each phonon branch affect the thermal conductivity we have calculated the mode-

by-mode contribution to κ and the thermal conductivity accumulation function, defined as

κacc(ω) =

∫ ω

0

κ(ω′)dω′ . (6)

The results for rutile and anatase are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively.

At very low frequencies (below ∼0.8 THz) both polytypes behave very similarly, but

it is at higher values that they differ. In rutile almost all the contribution to the thermal

conductivity comes from acoustic and low frequency phonons below 2 THz. The modal

decomposition shows that all components have very similar contributions, but with a relative

larger weight in the case of κzz. Notice that rutile has no phonons in a region between 18 and
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Figure 3: Accumulated thermal conductivity (top) and phonon mode contribution (center
and lower panel) as function of frequency at 300 K for rutile.
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Figure 4: Accumulated thermal conductivity (top) and phonon mode contribution (center
and lower panel) as function of frequency at 300 K for anatase.

20 THz due to the intrinsic phononic gap.39 This fact, nevertheless, has no real impact on

the thermal conductivity, as the contributions above 10 THz are already negligible. Anatase

shows a different behavior. In this polymorph κzz starts its saturation above 1 THz, while at

this point κxx = κyy is still at barely the 20 % of its final value. Phonons between 1–3 THz

have a contribution around 66 % and κxx = κyy saturates only around 15 THz.
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These results provide some hint to the different behavior in terms of anisotropy. While all

the components of the thermal conductivity tensor of rutile and κzz of anatase are entirely

determined by low frequency phonons, modes up to 15-20 THz contribute to κxx = κyy of

anatase. This unusual contribution of mid- and high-frequency phonons not only appear to

be responsible for the inversion of the anisotropy, leading κxx = κyy to largely exceed κzz

in anatase; it also results in a considerable violation of the common assumption rule that

prescribes the thermal conductivity to be inversely related to the complexity of the crystal

structure. Anatase has more atoms in the primitive cell, more phonon modes and thus a

larger phase space, i.e. more possible three-phonon scattering processes. For this reason,

although counterexamples have been reported,59,60 one would expect its thermal conductivity

to be lower. Indeed κzz of anatase is less than half of that of rutile. Conversely, however,

κxx = κyy in anatase is larger than κzz and roughly twice as large as its counterpart in rutile.

These results suggest that the thermal conductivity of TiO2 can be engineered not only by

choosing the polytype, but also by selecting the direction of the heat transport, at least in

the case of single-crystals.

In conclusion we have studied from first principles the thermal conductivity of the two

most common polytypes of TiO2, rutile and anatase. We obtain the thermal conductivity of

both crystal phases from the full solution of the Boltzmann Transport Equation and find that

their anisotropy is inverted, with κzz > κxx = κyy in rutile and κzz < κxx = κyy in anatase.

The frequency resolved analysis of the contribution to the thermal conductivity indicates

that in anatase κzz is almost entirely determined by phonons with ω < 1 THz (similarly

to all the component of the thermal conductivity tensor in rutile), while higher frequency

phonons still contribute to κxx = κyy. This increase is such that κxx = κyy of anatase is the

largest thermal conductivity that we computed, while one could naively expect that, owing

to its simpler crystal structure, rutile should be more conductive.
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